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Geometrization of quantum mehanis
O.A. Olkhov
Institute of Chemial Physis, Russian Aademy of Sienes,Mosow
The hypothesis is suggested that the equation for the Dira free wave eld
is, in fat, a group-theoretial relation desribing propagation of spei
mirosopi deviations of spae geometry from the eulidean one (losed
topologial manifolds). The Dira equation for a hydrogen atom an also
be interpreted as a relation that aounts for the symmetry properties of a
piee of urved spae. Within the framework of this onept, atoms have
no any pointlike partiles (eletrons) inside, and the gauge invariane of
eletromagneti eld proves to be the natural onsequene of the basi
priniples of the proposed geometrial approah.
Introdution
Geometrization of the gravitational eld within the general relativity
theory gave rise to a hope that all physial phenomena an be redued to the
geometrial notions of urved spae-time. Main eorts were rstly direted
toward nding the geometrial interpretation of the eletromagneti eld as
a manifestation of the spae-time urvature. These numerous attempts were
not suessful, and we note in this presentation only the well known work
of Weyl, who showed that eletromagneti potentials an be interpreted as
onnetivities in some speial noneulidean spae (Weyl spae)[1℄. Then (as in
general relativity), Weyl and Fok attempted to identify the geometry of this
spae (urvature and so on) with the geometry of a real spae-time distorted
due to the presene of eletromagneti eld [1,2℄. This hypothesis turned out
to be ontraditory to observable proprieties of the real physial spae-time,
and the Weyl's results were afterwards onsidered as the methodial ones.
However, we will show below that the Weyl theory aquires new important
physial meaning within the suggested topologial approah. There were also
investigations in sueeding years in whih the potentials of eletromagneti
eld and of other gauge elds were interpreted as onnetivities in speial
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"internal"spaes that an be onsidered as some kind of bre spaes, but
these spaes have nothing to do with the urvature of the real spae time
[3,4℄.
Attempts to geometrize "matter"were not so numerous as the ones
for eletromagneti and other gauge elds. By the matter we mean
lassial partiles, quantum partiles of nonrelativisti quantum mehanis,
or quantized or nonquantized Fermi elds of the quantum eld theory.
These attempts were also not suessful, and we note here only Wheeler's
investigations, beause he used (as we do) topologial approah for his
geometrization of the lassial eletri harges [5℄. As for the geometrization
of the quantum mehanis, we have to keep in mind the exeptional auray
of the modern quantum formalism. Therefore, we assume that the "new
geometrial quantum mehanis"(if exists) have to begin with the nding out
of geometrial interpretation of the basi quantum equations whose validity
is beyond question, and we start with the attempts of nding out geometrial
interpretation of the Dira equations. Some preliminary results were already
published [6-10℄.
1. Topologial interpretation of the Dira wave equation for
the free partile
This equation (equation for the free partile with spin 1/2) an be
written in the following symboli form [11℄
iγµ∂µψ = mψ, (1)
where ∂µ = ∂/∂xµ, µ = 1, 2, 3, 4, ψ(x) is the four-omponent Dira
bispinor, x1 = t, x2 = x, x3 = y, x4 = z, and γ
µ
are the four-row matries
γ0 =

 0 1
1 0

 , γ1,2,3 =

 0 −s
s 0

 ,
where s stands for the two-row Pauli matries (we represent here four-row
matries trough two-row ones). The summation in Eq.(1) goes over the
repeating indies with a signature (1,−1,−1,−1). Here, h¯ = c = 1. For
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the denite values of 4-momentum pµ, the solution to Eq.(1) has the form
ψ = ψp exp(−ipµx
µ). (2)
Substitution of (2) in Eq.(1) gives the following relation for pµ
p2
1
− p2
2
− p2
3
− p2
4
= m2. (3)
Within the modern interpretation of Eq.(1), solution (2) represents a
real physial objetlassial wave eld with mass and spin. As a lassial
eletromagneti eld, this eld (as other possible wave elds) may be
represented, after quantization, as an ensemble of quantumelementary
objets of the nature [11℄. It is important to emphasize that the spae-time is
onsidered within suh interpretation only as a sene where the above quanta
exist and interat. Below we will show that Eq.(1) may be interpreted as a
relation desribing objets that are parts of the spae itself.
Being or not the solution to Eq.(1), four omponents of the Dira
bispinors realize one of irreduible representations of the spae-time
symmetry groupLorentz extended group (4-rotations and spae inversion).
Let us show that, being a solution of Eq.(1), the bispinor (2) realizes the
representation of one more symmetry group, that was not disussed before
and whih has nothing to do with the spae-time symmetry. It is helpful to
rewrite Eq.(1) in the form
(l−1
1
γ1T1 − l
−1
2
γ2T2 − l
−1
3
γ3T3 − l
−1
4
γ4T4)ψ = l
−1
m ψ, (4)
where operators Tµ(µ = 1, 2, 3, 4) have the form
Tµ = i(2pi)
−1lµ∂µ, lµ = 2pip
−1
µ , lm = 2pim
−1. (5)
We rewrite solution (2) as
ψ = ψp exp(−2piix1l
−1
1
+ 2piix2l
−1
2
+ 2piix3l
−1
3
+ 2piix4l
−1
4
). (6)
We also rewrite relation (3) as
l−2
1
− l−2
2
− l−2
3
− l−2
4
= l−2m . (7)
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Note that all quantities in Eqs.(47) have the dimensionality of length.
Operators Tµ in (5) and funtion ψ(x) in (6) are related by the following
equation
ψ
′
(x
′
µ) ≡ Tµψ(x
′
µ) = ψ(xµ), x
′
µ = xµ + lµ. (8)
This means that Tµ is the operator representation of a group of parallel
translations along the xµ axis over a distane lµ, and solution (6) realizes
this representation [12℄. Being a four-omponent spinor, ψ(x) is related to
the matries γµ by the equations (see, for example, [13℄)
ψ
′
(x
′
) = γµψ(x), (9)
where x ≡ (x1, x2, x3, x4), and x
′
≡ (x1,−x2,−x3,−x4) for µ = 1, x
′
≡
(−x1, x2,−x3,−x4) for µ = 2, and so on. This means that the matries
γµ are the matrix representation of the group of reetions along three
axes perpendiular to the xµ axis, and the Dira bispinors realize this
representation.
A parallel translation with simultaneous reetion in the diretions
perpendiular to the translation is often spoken of as "sliding symmetry"(see,
for example, [14℄). Thus, we see that the operators
P µ = γµTµ (10)
form the representations of sliding symmetry group (sliding symmetries in
the 0xµ diretions). Using the above notation, we an rewrite Eq.(1) as a
group-theoretial relation
l−1µ P
µψ = l−1m ψ, (11)
where, as we showed before, solution (2) to this equation realizes the above
sliding symmetry group representation and, within suggested interpretation,
bears no relation to any wave proesses into the spaetime.
The physial Minkovskii spae-time has no sliding symmetry. Therefore,
we suppose that the above sliding symmetry is the symmetry of some
auxiliary 4-spae and that the Dira equation is written in this spae, whose
4
symmetry desribes symmetry of some geometrial objet. Suh auxiliary
spaes are used in topology for the mathematial desription of losed
manifolds, beause disrete groups operating in these spaes (universal
overing spaes of manifolds) are isomorphi to fundamental groups of
manifolds [15℄. At the present time, only two-dimensional losed manifolds
are lassied in details, and their fundamental groups and universal overing
planes are identied. Four-dimensional manifolds with the above sliding
symmetry group operating in pseudoeulidean universal overing spae were
not onsidered before. Therefore, we an only use low-dimensional analogies,
and two-dimensional nonorientable losed manifold homeomorphi to the
Klein bootle may be onsidered as a possible suh analogy, beause its
fundamental group is generated by two sliding symmetries on the eulidean
universal overing spae [14℄. So, we assume that Eq.(1) desribes a four-
dimensional nonorientable losed spae-time manifold, and that this manifold
is the quantum objet represented by the Dira equation. Nonorientable
harater of the manifold orresponds to the fat that this objet "has
spin 1/2"(note that spinors are just the tensors that represent nonorientable
geometrial objets).
First of all, let us show that the above assumption does not ontradit
to our representation of physial objets as "something"moving in spae.
Namely, we will show that assumed "geometrial"quantum objet looks like a
propagating and inreasing piee of urved spae. To get a better insight into
the problem, we will use below a one-dimensional analogy of our phenomenon.
Let us onsider the simplest example of a losed topologial manifoldone-
dimensional manifold homeomorphi to a irle whose perimeter length is
xed and equal to l0. This restrition on the perimeter length plays here
a role of restritions (7). Suh a manifold is representable by all possible
deformations of this irle that onserves its ontinuity.
Let us show that the above manifold an be identied by the linear
dierential equation that ould be onsidered as an analogy to the Dira
equation (1). The fundamental group of this manifold is a group isomorphi
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to the group of integers [14℄. This group is isomorphi, in its turn, to the
disrete group of one-dimensional translations along a straight line over a
distane l0. This line (0X axis) is the universal overing spae of our manifold.
Therefore, the universal overing spae for our irle is a one-dimensional
eulidean spae where the above symmetry group operates.
As we saw in (47), the operator
Tx = i(2pi)
−1l0d/dx (12)
is the operator representation of the above group of parallel translations along
0X axis over the length l0, and the funtion
ϕ(x) = exp(−2piixl−1
0
) (13)
realizes this representation. This funtion satises the equation
idϕ/dx = m0ϕ, m0 = 2pil
−1
0
. (14)
Thus, linear dierential equation (14) an be onsidered as one of the possible
desriptions of our one-dimensional manifold, and, within the geometrial
interpretation, this equation an be onsidered as a very simplied analogy
to the Dira equation (1).
We will now show that our one-dimensional manifold desribes
propagation of the piees of the distorted one-dimensional spae. For
simpliity, we onsider here only all possible manifold deformations that have
a shape of ellipse with perimeter length l0. The equation for the ellipse on
an eulidean plane has the form
X2/a2 + Y 2/b2 = 1, (15)
where all possible values of the semiaxes a and b are onneted with the
perimeter length l0 by the known approximate relation
l0 ≃ pi[1, 5(a+ b)− (ab)
1/2]. (16)
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This means that the range of all possible values of a is dened by the
inequality 0 ≤ a ≤ amax ≃ l0/1, 5pi.
In the pseudoeulidean two-dimensional "spae-time,"the equation for
our ellipses has the form
X2/a2 − T 2/b2 = 1, (17)
and this equation denes the dependene on time T for the position of
every point X of the manifold. At T = 0, X = ±a; that is, our manifold
is represented by the point set in one-dimensional eulidean spae, and the
dimension of this point set is dened by all possible values of a. So, at T = 0,
the manifold is represented by an extanded region of the onedimensional
eulidean spae −amax ≤ X = a ≤ amax. It an easily be shown that at T 6= 0
this region inreases and moves along the X-axis. Thus, we an suppose that
the Dira equation (1) desribe propagation of an inreasing region of the
urved eulidean spae. The partiular features of this propagation will be
onsidered elsewhere.
Finally, our hypothesis an be formulated as follows: The Dira equation
(1) is, in fat, the relation that desribes the topologial and metrial
properties of the mirosopi losed nonorientable spae-time 4-manifold
whose fundamental group is the sliding symmetry group. Namely,it imposes
limitations (7) on the possible values of lµthe lengths of paths belonging
to four dierent lasses of the above fundamental group. The lengths lµ are
dened trough 4-momentum by Eq.(5) The notion of "spin 1/2"orresponds
to the nonorientable harater of the manifold. Equation (1)is written not in
the physial spae-time but in the auxiliary 4-spaeuniversal overing spae
of the manifold, where the above group operates, and this spae oinides
formally with the Minkovskii spae-time. "Wave"funtion (2) is a basi vetor
of the fundamental group representation, and it bears no relation to any wave
eld in the spae. In the eulidean 3-spae, the above manifold appears as a
propagation of the inreasing piee of a urved spae.
2. Topologial interpretation of the Dira equation for a
hydrogen atom
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The suggested geometrial interpretation of Eq. (1) an be onsidered
as the "kinemati"hypothesis. To be approved, it should be veried within
the dynami problemsquantum eletrodynamis, atomi spetra, and so
on. In this Setion we start with the simplest dynami problem where the
interation is the interation with a given stati eld. Namely, we will show
that the Dira equation for a hydrogen atom allows topologial interpretation
as the equation for free Dira eld.
The Dira equation for hydrogen atom has the form [11℄
iγµ(∂µ − ieAµ)ψ = mψ. (18)
Here e and m are harge and mass of an eletron, Aµ are eletromagneti
potentials.
It was earlier shown by Fok that the expression in (18)
(∂µ − ieAµ)ψ
an be onsidered as a ovariant derivative of the Dira bispinors in the
speial noneulidean spae (planar Weyl spae) and that eletromagneti
potentials ieAµ an be onsidered as a onnetivities of this spae [2℄. Up
to now, the meaning of this result was not lear, beause physial spae-
time does not demonstrate any features of the Weil spae in the presene of
eletromagneti eld. But Fok's result aquires a physial meaning only if
we assume, on the basis of onlusions of previous Setion, that the equation
(18) is written not in the physial spae, but in an auxiliary spaeuniversal
overing spae of the losed 4-manifold representing hydrogen atom.
Sine the above result plays a key role, let us disuss properties of the
planar Weyl spae in more detail. Geometry of this spae is speied by linear
and quadrati forms [1℄
ds2 = gikdx
idxk = λ(x)(dx2
1
− dx2
2
− dx2
3
− dx2
4
), (19)
dϕ = ϕµdx
µ, (20)
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where λ(x)is an arbitrary dierentiable positive funtion of oordinates xµ.
This spae is invariant with respet to the sale (or gauge) transformations
g
′
ik = λgik, ϕ
′
i = ϕi −
∂ lnλ
∂xi
. (21)
Therefore, a single-valued, invariant sense has not ϕi but the quantity (sale
urvature)
Fik =
∂ϕi
∂xk
−
∂ϕk
∂xi
. (22)
Antisymmetri tensor Fik obeys equations that are analogous to the rst pair
of Maxwell's equations
∂iFkl + ∂kFli + ∂lFik = 0.
This analogy and the gauge invariane of ϕi (like the gauge invariane
of eletromagneti potentials) lead Weyl to the idea that vetors ϕi an be
identied with the eletromagneti potentials and that tensor Fik an be
identied with the tensor of eletromagneti eld strengths
ϕµ ≡ ieAµ, A
′
µ = Aµ − ∂µχ, χ = ie lnλ. (23)
Then (like in general relativity), Weyl attempted to identify the geometry
of his spae (urvature and so on) with the geometry of a real spae-time
distorted by the presene of eletromagneti eld [1℄. But it turned out that
this hypothesis was ontraditory to some observable proprieties of the real
physial spae-time (it was shown Einstein in the supplement to the Weyl
publiation [1℄), and the Weyl's results were afterwards onsidered as having
nothing to do with the eletromagneti eld.
In ontrast to Fok, we suppose that the ovariant derivative in (18)
is written not in the real spae-time but in the auxiliary spae universal
overing spae of topologial manifold. So, there are no objetions against the
Weyl spae within our onsideration. This means that we an assume that the
"long derivative"in (18) is a ovariant derivative written in the Weyl spae
and that the 4-potentials ieAµ play the role of onnetivities in the above
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spae. The onrete properties of the manifold representing a hydrogen atom
will be onsidered in subsequent publiations, but just now we an notie
two important onsequenes of the topologial interpretation of Eq.(18).
1. It is known that onnetivities of the Weyl spae demonstrate the
same gage invariane as the gauge invariane of an eletromagneti eld [1℄.
This means that within the topologial interpretation of Eq.(18) the gage
invariane of eletromagneti potentials Aµ is not some additional theoretial
priniple but is a natural onsequene of geometrial approah.
2. Geometrial interpretation of Eq.(18) for hydrogen atom does not
assume a presene of any point-like partiles (eletrons) inside the atom. The
wave funtion ψ(xµ) plays here the role of a basi vetor of the fundamental
group representation. Coordinates xµ are oordinates of a point in the
manifold universal overing spae, and this point bears no relation to some
point-like objet. It seems reasonable to suppose that the same situation will
be realized within geometrial onsideration of many-eletrons atoms. It is
possible that the orresponding equations will turn out to be the equations
for funtions of only one variable xµ, and this will give the hane to overome
known diulties of many-body problem.
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